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ABSTRACT: Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) possesses a
two-component regulatory system, DosRST, that enables Mtb
to sense host immune cues and establish a state of
nonreplicating persistence (NRP). NRP bacteria are tolerant
to several antimycobacterial drugs in vitro and are thought to
play a role in the long course of tuberculosis therapy.
Previously, we reported the discovery of six novel chemical
inhibitors of DosRST, named HC101A−106A, from a whole
cell, reporter-based phenotypic high throughput screen. Here,
we report functional and mechanism of action studies of
HC104A and HC106A. RNaseq transcriptional profiling
shows that the compounds downregulate genes of the
DosRST regulon. Both compounds reduce hypoxia-induced
triacylglycerol synthesis by ∼50%. HC106A inhibits Mtb survival during hypoxia-induced NRP; however, HC104A did not
inhibit survival during NRP. An electrophoretic mobility assay shows that HC104A inhibits DosR DNA binding in a dose-
dependent manner, indicating that HC104A may function by directly targeting DosR. In contrast, UV−visible spectroscopy
studies suggest HC106A directly targets the sensor kinase heme, via a mechanism that is distinct from the oxidation and
alkylation of heme previously observed with artemisinin (HC101A). Synergistic interactions were observed when DosRST
inhibitors were examined in pairwise combinations with the strongest potentiation observed between artemisinin paired with
HC102A, HC103A, or HC106A. Our data collectively show that the DosRST pathway can be inhibited by multiple distinct
mechanisms.

■ INTRODUCTION
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) can establish a dormant state
known as nonreplicating persistence (NRP) where the
bacterium modulates its metabolism in response to environ-
mental and host immune cues, such as hypoxia, acidic pH, and
nutrient starvation.1,2 DosRST is a two-component regulatory
system that regulates Mtb persistence.3−5 It consists of two
sensor histidine kinases, DosS and DosT, and the cognate
response regulator DosR, which regulates expression of about 50
genes in the DosRST regulon.5−7 The pathway can be induced
by host intracellular stimuli, such as nitric oxide (NO), carbon
monoxide (CO), and hypoxia, through DosS and DosT.8−10

DosS is an oxygen and redox sensor, whereas DosT acts as an
oxygen sensor.11−13 Both kinases sense ligands via the heme
group and are inactive when the heme exists as either the Met
(Fe3+) form (DosS) or the oxy (Fe2+-O2) form (DosT) in the
presence of O2.

12 However, hypoxic conditions activate the
kinases by inducing the conversion of DosS to the ferrous form
and DosT to the deoxy form. Therefore, DosS/T play
overlapping and distinct roles in sensing the redox status and
oxygen level of the environment to turn on the DosR
pathway.10,14

NRP Mtb is tolerant to several antimycobacterial drugs in
vitro.15−17 The NRP population of bacteria is thought to be
responsible, in part, for the 6-month long course of TB
treatment. dosRST mutants are attenuated in in vitro models of
hypoxia-driven NRP18 and in animal models that generate
hypoxic granulomas, including nonhuman primates, guinea pigs,
and C3HeB/FeJ mouse models of TB infection.3,19−21

Furthermore, deletion of DosR-regulated gene tgs1, which is
involved in triacylglycerol (TAG) synthesis, causes reduced
antibiotic tolerance.22,23 Therefore, antivirulence strategies to
inhibit the DosRST pathway may function to reduce virulence
and deplete the reservoir of drug-tolerant NRP Mtb.24

In an effort to discover new chemical probes that inhibit Mtb
persistence, we previously performed a whole cell phenotypic
high throughput screening (HTS) of a >540,000 compound
library using the DosRST regulon reporter strain CDC1551
(hspX’::GFP).25 We discovered six compounds that inhibit the
DosR-dependent, hypoxia-induced GFP fluorescence. In the
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previous report, we showed that the HC101, HC102, and
HC103 series functioned to inhibit NRP associated physi-
ologies, including TAG accumulation, survival during hypoxia,
and isoniazid tolerance. Mechanism of action studies showed
that the HC101 series, composed of artemisinin and related
analogs, functioned by oxidizing and alkylating the DosS and
DosT heme. HC102 and HC103 did not modulate the DosS/T
heme and were instead found to inhibit sensor kinase
autophosphorylation. The purpose of this study was to
characterize the activity and mechanism of action of two
additional compounds, HC104A and HC106A.

■ RESULTS
HC104A and HC106A Inhibit DosR Regulated Genes.

Half-maximal effective concentration (EC50) studies using the
CDC1551 (hspX’::GFP) DosRST-dependent fluorescent re-
porter strain show that HC104A and HC106A (Figure 1a)

inhibit DosRST-dependent GFP florescence with EC50 values of
9.8 μM and 2.5 μM, respectively (Figure 1b and 1c). RNA-seq-
based transcriptional profiling was undertaken to determine if
the DosRST regulon was inhibited by the compounds. Mtb was
treated with 40 μM HC104A, HC106A, or dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) control for 6 d in a standing flask, and following
incubation RNA was extracted, sequenced, and analyzed for
differential gene expression relative to the DMSO control. As a
control for the DosR regulon, transcriptional profiling was also
previously conducted on a DMSO treated CDC1551(ΔdosR)
mutant strain.25 The transcriptional profiles showed that the
genes strongly repressed following exposure to HC104A and
HC106A (>2-fold; q < 0.05) are from the dosR regulon (Figure
2a−c, Supporting Information (SI) Data Sets 1 and 3).
HC106A treatment caused remarkably strong reduction of

gene expression, with transcripts for tgs1 and hspX being almost
undetectable by RNA-seq following HC106A treatment.
Interestingly, while HC106A broadly inhibited genes of the
DosRST regulon, HC104A only strongly inhibited part of the
DosR regulon, with the strongest inhibition reserved for hspX,

the promoter used to drive reporter fluorescence in the screen.
These RNA-seq results were validated by semiquantitative RT-
PCR, with HC104A causing downregulation of dosR, hspX, and
tgs1 in vitro by 6-, 570-, and 13-fold, respectively, whereas
HC106A downregulated these three genes by 49-, 1360-, and
1424-fold, respectively (SI Figure 1), with hspX and tgs1
transcripts being below the level of detection by qRT-PCR.
Comparisons of transcriptional profiles from the inhibitor

treated wild type (WT) Mtb strain to a CDC1551(ΔdosR)
mutant strain showed that there are a total of 26 genes and 53
genes from dosR regulon inhibited by HC104A and HC106A,
respectively. Notably, HC104A and HC106A caused an
additional 119 genes and 35 genes to be repressed that were
not repressed in the CDC1551(ΔdosR) mutant strain (Figure
2c). This observation suggested that these two compounds
exhibit some DosR-independent activities. To confirm the
specificity of the compounds, RNA-seq was also performed on
CDC1551(ΔdosR) mutant background (SI Data Sets 2 and 3)
treated with HC104A or HC106A. This analysis identified 171
genes and 51 genes that are downregulated (>2-fold; q < 0.05)
by HC104A and HC106A, respectively (Figure 2d). This
finding indicates that HC104A and HC106A impact other
targets besides DosR regulon, with HC106A showing greater
on-target specificity than HC104A. Based on these findings, we
conclude that (1) HC106A strongly and specifically inhibits the
DosRST regulon and (2) HC104A strongly inhibits a portion of
the DosRST regulon, with several notable off-target activities.
To assess the impact of the inhibitors on theDosRST pathway

of intracellular Mtb, murine bone marrow-derived macrophages
were infected with Mtb and treated with 40 μM HC104A and
HC106A for 48 h. Total bacterial RNA was isolated and
analyzed by RT-PCR for hspX and tgs1 gene differential
expression. The results demonstrate that the induction of hspX
and tgs1 was inhibited 185- and 10-fold by HC104A and 6- and
4-fold by HC106A, respectively (Figure 3a). These findings
confirm that HC104A and HC106A can access Mtb inside the
macrophage; however, the reduced repression of the pathway by
HC106A as compared to broth culture suggests that the
molecule may not be able to efficiently target intracellular Mtb.
To examine whether HC104A and HC106A can repress the

induction of the DosRST pathway by vitamin C or NO, Mtb
cells, cultured under aerobic conditions to reduce expression of
hypoxia-induced genes, were pretreated with HC104A or
HC106A for 24 h followed by vitamin C or NO induction for
2 h. The expression of DosR-regulated genes (hspX and tgs1)
was examined by real time-PCR. Vitamin C and DETA-
NONOate (NO donor) strongly induced hspX and tgs1 as
previously reported25 (Figure 3b). For instance, vitamin C
induced hspX and tgs1 by 2162- and 58-fold, respectively,
whereas DETA-NONOate upregulated hspX and tgs1 3024- and
113-fold, respectively (Figure 3b). Mtb cells pretreated with
HC106A showed strong inhibition of hspX and tgs1 induction by
vitamin C and DETA-NONOate. For example, HC106A
inhibited the hspX and tgs1 transcripts by 78- and 14-fold
following vitamin C treatment, respectively, and 362- and 151-
fold following DETA-NONOate treatment. Following vitamin
C treatment, HC104 showed inhibition of hspX by 3.4-fold and
no effect on tgs1, or 302- and 6.6-fold inhibition of hspX and tgs1
following DETA-NONOate treatment. These findings show
that HC104A and HC106A act as inhibitors of the DosRST
pathway in response to redox signals.

Inhibition of Mtb Persistence Physiology.DosR directly
regulates tgs1, which encodes a TAG synthase that is involved in

Figure 1. HC104A and HC106A inhibit DosRST reporter
fluorescence. (a) Chemical structures of HC104A and HC106A.
HC104A (b) and HC106A (c) inhibited DosR-driven GFP
fluorescence signal in a dose-dependent manner, while having minimal
impact of Mtb growth (OD, optical density). The EC50 values of
fluorescence inhibition for HC104A and HC106A are 9.8 μM and 2.5
μM, respectively.
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the last step of TAG biosynthesis and is required for TAG
accumulation during hypoxia.26 Transcriptional profiling
showed that HC104A and HC106A repress expression of tgs1.
Therefore, we hypothesized these compounds may inhibit TAG
biosynthesis during NRP. To test this hypothesis, Mtb cells were
radiolabeled with 14C-acetate and treated with HC104A or
HC106A for 6 d. Lipids were isolated and analyzed by thin layer
chromatography (TLC). As previously observed, DMSO
treated CDC1551(ΔdosR) mutant displayed a strong (87%)
reduction of TAG accumulation as compared to DMSO treated
WT (Figure 3c and SI Figure 2). Mtb cells treated with HC104A
or HC106A showed a ∼50% reduction of TAG accumulation,
supporting our hypothesis that the compounds can inhibit TAG
biosynthesis.
DosRST has been previously reported to be required for

survival during NRP, where deletion of dosR causes greatly
reduced survival during prolonged hypoxic stress.18 The impact
of HC104A and HC106A on Mtb survival during NRP was
examined using the hypoxic shift-down model.27 Mtb survival
was examined following 10 d of treatment with the compounds
at 40 μM. The ΔdosR mutant control had 15% survival relative
to DMSO and was partially complemented, supporting the
proposal that survival during hypoxia is DosR dependent. Mtb
cells treated with HC106A displayed 50% survival relative to
DMSO control (Figure 3d), whereas HC104A had no impact on
Mtb survival during NRP, an observation that suggests the

portion of the DosR regulon inhibited by HC104A is not
essential for survival during NRP.
To determine that HC106 kills NRPMtb in a dosR-dependent

manner, we examined killing of the ΔdosR mutant by HC106,
reasoning that if the compound is specific, there should be no
killing of the mutant by HC106 treatment. Using the compound
MSU-39446 (Table 2), an analog of HC106A that is ∼4.5-fold
more potent, we observed treated cells had 32% survival relative
to the DMSO treated control during NRP (SI Figure 3). The
DMSO treated ΔdosR mutant exhibited 12% survival, not
significantly different from the 15% survival of the mutant
treated withMSU-39446. These data are consistent withHC106
killing Mtb in a dosR-dependent manner.

HC104A Inhibits DosR DNA Binding. To investigate the
biochemical mechanisms of action of HC104A and HC106A,
inhibition of DosS autophosphorylation was initially evaluated.
The DosS protein was treated with different concentrations of
HC104A and HC106A from 10 μM to 40 μM, or with 40 μM
HC103A as a positive control that was previously discovered to
be a DosS/T autophosphorylation inhibitor.25 As previously
observed, HC103A strongly inhibited DosS autophosphoryla-
tion, but HC104A and HC106A had no inhibitory activity (SI
Figure 4). This suggests HC104A and HC106A are not directly
inhibiting DosS/T autophosphorylation activity.
Next, a UV−visible spectroscopy assay was employed to

investigate if HC104A targets to the heme of the sensor kinase
DosS. Treatment of DosS protein with the reducing agent

Figure 2.HC104A and HC106A inhibit DosR regulated genes during hypoxia. Differential gene expression scatter plots of Mtb cells treated with 40
μMHC104A (a) or HC106A (b). The labeled genes represent selected genes that belong to the DosRST regulon. The red dots represent genes with
significant differential expression, q < 0.05. (c) A Venn diagram for the downregulated genes (>2-fold; q < 0.05) of WT CDC1551 treated with
HC104A or HC106A compared to that of CDC1551 (ΔdosR). (d) Venn diagram for downregulated genes (>2-fold; q < 0.05) of CDC1551 (ΔdosR)
treated with HC104A or HC106A.
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dithionite (DTN) caused a shift of the Soret peak from 403 to

430 nm as previously described.12,25 Addition of HC104A to

reduced DosS did not shift the peak to the oxidized position,

suggesting that HC104A does not modulate DosS heme redox
(SI Figure 5).
Inspection of the HC104A structure revealed it had similarity

to the compound virstatin (SI Figure 6A).28 Virstatin inhibits

Figure 3. Inhibition of DosR regulon and persistence-associated physiologies by HC104A and HC106A. (a) Inhibition of DosR regulon in Mtb in
murine macrophages infected withMtb and treated with HC104A andHC106A for 48 h. Differential gene expression of hspX and tgs1were quantified
by qRT-PCR. The error bars represent the standard derivation of three biological replicates. (b) HC104A and HC106A inhibit DosR regulon
induction by vitamin C andNO. Transcripts of DosR-regulated genes, hspX and tgs1, were quantified by qRT-PCR. The differences in the drug treated
samples compared to DMSO treated samples in response to vitamin C or NO are significant with a p-value <0.001 based on a t test, except the one
marked as nonsignificant (n.s.). The error bars represent the standard deviation of three replicates. The experiment was repeated twice with similar
results. (c) Inhibition of TAG accumulation of Mtb treated with HC104A or HC106A for 6 d.. The error bars represent the standard deviation of two
biological replicates. (d) Mtb survival during NRP when treated with HC104A or HC106A during NRP. The error bars represent the standard
deviation of three biological replicates. The experiment was repeated twice with similar results.

Figure 4. Inhibition of DosRDNA-binding by HC104A. (a) DosR was treated with DMSO or 40 μMHC104A, and binding to the hspX promoter was
examined by EMSA. HC104A inhibits DosR DNA binding at 2 μM concentration. (b) Quantification of free DNA (**P value <0.005 based on a t-
test). The error bars represent the standard deviation of two biological replicates. (c) Dose-dependent impact of HC104A on DosR DNA binding.
DosR protein at 2 μMwas treated withHC104A at concentrations from 1 μMto 80 μM. (d)Quantification of free DNA (*P value <0.05 and **P value
<0.005 based on a t-test). The error bars represent the standard deviation of two biological replicates.
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ToxT protein dimerization and subsequently interferes with
DNA binding, thereby inhibiting the transcription of down-
stream genes involved in toxin production.28 Therefore, we
hypothesized that HC104A may be targeting DosR and
interfering with DNA binding. An electrophoretic mobility
shift assay (EMSA) was employed to investigate the impact of
HC104A on DosR DNA binding. Recombinant DosR protein,
ranging from 0.5 μM to 4 μM, was treated with 40 μMHC104A
or a DMSO control and tested for binding to fluorescently
labeled hspX promoter DNA. In the DMSO treated control,
DosR bound promoter DNA beginning at a concentration of 2
μMDosR protein (Figure 4a). Treating the reaction containing
2 μM DosR protein with HC104A significantly inhibited DNA
binding by ∼22-fold compared to DMSO control (Figure 4b).
To further characterize the impact of HC104A on DosR binding
of DNA, a dose−response study was performed. Reactions
containing 2 μM recombinant DosR proteins were treated with
different concentrations of HC104A or virstatin ranging from
1−80 μM (Figure 4c and SI Figure 6c). HC104A inhibited
DosR binding of DNA beginning at 10 μM HC104A. The
fraction of free DNA increased as HC104A concentration
increased (Figure 4c and d). Thus, HC104A significantly
inhibits DosR-DNA binding in a dose-dependent manner.
Virstatin did not have any impact on DosRST signaling in the
whole cell Mtb fluorescence reporter assay (SI Figure 6b) or on
DosR binding of DNA (SI Figure 6c).
HC106A Modulates DosS Heme. DosS and DosT have a

channel that exposes the heme to the environment and enables
interactions with gases.29,30 Previously, it was shown that
artemisininmodulates DosS/T by oxidizing and alkylating heme
carried by the kinases.25 UV−visible spectroscopy studies were
conducted to examine if HC106A modulated DosS heme.
Recombinant DosS was purified from E. coli and degassed, and
the change of the DosS heme spectrum was monitored under
anaerobic conditions by UV−visible spectroscopy. Treating
DosS with the reducing agent dithionite (DTN) caused the
Soret peak to shift to 430 nm.12,25 HC106A was added to the
reaction following DTN treatment to observe the impact on the
DosS heme UV−visible spectrum. HC106A caused the DosS
Soret peak to immediately shift to 422 nm, where the peak was
stably maintained for 2 h (Figure 5a). A similar shift was
observed in DosT treated with HC106A (SI Figure 7). This
spectrum shift is different from artemisinin, where under
identical conditions, artemisinin causes the DosS Soret peak
to gradually shift back to the oxidized state at 403 nm25 or the
DosT Soret peak to decrease in amplitude (consistent with
heme alkylation25). These findings show that HC106Amay also
interact with sensor kinase heme, but via a mechanism that is
distinct from artemisinin−heme interactions.
The Soret peak at 422 nm is consistent with previously

described spectra that are observed when DosS heme interacts
with NO or CO.12 To confirm this observation, DosS was
treated with 100 μM CORM-2 (a CO donor) which caused a
shift of the Soret peak to 422 nm, similar to what was observed
for HC106A (Figure 5b). This finding supports a hypothesis
that HC106A may also be directly binding to the heme. Amino
acid substitutions in the channel exposing the DosS heme to the
environment, such as DosS E87L or G117L, can limit access of
artemisinin to modulate heme.25 Therefore, we tested the
impact of these amino acid substitutions on HC106A/DosS
heme interactions. Treating DosS(E87L) with HC106A
exhibited a profile similar to wild type DosS with the Soret
peak shifting to 422 nm (SI Figure 8). However, DosS(G117L)

had no change to the overall spectrum after HC106A treatment
(Figure 5c). This finding indicates that DosS(G117L) is
resistant to HC106A and confirms that HC106A accesses the
heme via a similar mechanism as artemisinin.
To confirm DosS is a target of HC106A in Mtb, we examined

the impact of overexpressing DosS protein in Mtb. WT DosS
protein was constitutively expressed from the hsp60 promoter in
Mtb and Mtb was grown under conditions of mild hypoxia. The
vector control showed that both hspX and tgs1 genes were
strongly downregulated by HC106A (Figure 5d). Overexpress-
ing DosS provided significant resistance to HC106A, with hspX
and tgs1 showing 23- and 16.5-fold less inhibition, respectively,
relative to the empty vector control. This observation of
resistance in Mtb is consistent with the biochemical data
supporting the view that DosS is a direct target of HC106A. We
also examined if overexpression of DosS(G117L) or DosT
(G115L) provides resistance to treatment with the HC106
analog MSU-39446 in the hypoxic shift-down assay. Unexpect-
edly, we observed overexpression of the control DosS or DosT
proteins caused a significant 80% and 60% reduction of Mtb
survival, respectively (SI Figure 3). Treatment of the DosS
overexpressor withMSU-39446 caused a significant reduction of
survival relative to the DMSO control, whereas no significant
difference in survival was observed in the DosS(G117L)
overexpressor. These data are suggestive of the DosS (G117L)
mutant providing HC106 resistance but are not conclusive given
the confounding survival defect in the DosS overexpressor. The
DosT (G115L) overexpressor had significantly reduced survival
when treated with MSU-39446, supporting limited resistance
provided by this mutation during NRP.

Synergistic Interactions of Inhibitors. To define
interactions between DosRST regulon inhibitors, checkerboard
assays were performed with pairwise comparisons of artemisinin
(HC101A), HC102A, HC103A, HC104A, and HC106A.
CDC1551 (hspX’::GFP) was treated with combinations of

Figure 5. Interactions between HC106A and DosS heme. WT DosS
protein was treated with dithionite (DTN) and then 100 μMHC106A
(a) or 100 μMpf CORM-2 (a CO donor) (b). The UV−visible spectra
of the two treatments exhibited a shift of the Soret peak to a common
position of 422 nm. (c) DosS with a G117L amino acid substitution
provides resistance to HC106A. (d) Overexpression of DosS protein
promotes resistance to 20 μM HC106A treatment in Mtb. hspX and
tgs1 transcripts were analyzed by qRT-PCR (***P value <0.0001 based
on a t-test). The error bar represents the standard derivation of the
mean for three technical replicates.
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two compounds ranging from 50 μM to 0.08 μM in 96-well
plates. The combination index (CI) was calculated for each drug
pair based on the Chou-Talalay method in the CompuSyn
software package,31,32 where CI values of <1, =1, and >1 indicate
synergistic, additive, or antagonistic interactions, respectively.
Among all 64 compound pairs, artemisinin combined with
HC102A, HC103A, HC104A, and HC106 showed 46, 49, 41,
and 50 combinations that have CI < 1, respectively (Figure 6).
Notably, some CI values are below 0.1 when artemisinin was
paired with HC102A, HC103A, or HC106A combinations.
Example dose response curves illustrate these synergistic
interactions (Figure 6). Several other pairwise comparisons
also demonstrated synergy (SI Figure 9). Overall, these studies
provide the evidence that the inhibitors function by distinct
mechanisms and may be combined to improve potency.
Structure−Activity Relationship Studies.We conducted

a catalog search for HC104 and HC106 analogs and obtained
commercial analogs for each series to define initial structure
activity relationships (SAR). For HC104A we observed that a
bromine in the 5-position is required for activity and that the R2
dimethylamine group is not required for full activity (SI Table
1). For HC106A (Table 1), catalog SAR work led to new
understandings of the nature of the series.We first found that the

simple removal of an ortho chloro on the “A” ring of HC106A
leads to∼2-fold enhanced activity, with an EC50 in the whole cell
Mtb assay for DosRST inhibition of 1.33 μM (HC106F). It was
also found that the use of an alternative isomer of the isoxazole
had no detectable activity (HC106C).
To further understand the SAR of the HC106 series,

additional analogs were synthesized to examine the need of
the central urea functionality and whether modifications can be
tolerated (Table 1). A pyridyl analog (MSU-41425), designed to
replace the isoxazole, also demonstrated no activity as was the
case for the symmetrical 4-chloroaniline derived urea (MSU-
41324). However, the bis-isoxazole urea (MSU-39444)
provides an EC50 of 1.7 μM, indicating that the isoxazole is
important for function. Isoxazoles are unique among hetero-
cycles in that they exist in multiple tautomeric forms as
supported by initial NMR studies.33 We next explored the need
of one of the -NHs of the urea, capping it with a methyl (MSU-
39451), integrating it into a ring for conformational restriction
(MSU-39453), and replacing with a methylene unit (MSU-
39449). In all cases, reduced activity (0.5−1 log) was observed
but not all activity was lost.
To further test the SAR, we conducted a Topliss Tree

evaluation of the “A-ring” aniline (Table 2).34 To reliably

Figure 6. Synergistic interactions between DosRST inhibitors. CDC1551 (hspX’::GFP) was treated with pairwise combinations of two compounds at
concentrations of 50 μM to 0.08 μM.GFP fluorescence was measured and used to calculate percentage inhibition. The combination index (CI) for the
panel of each drug combination is presented, including (a) artemisinin andHC102A; (b) artemisinin andHC103A; (c) artemisinin andHC104A; and
(d) artemisinin and HC106A. Example EC50 curves are presented with individual compounds or a selected synergistic combination to illustrate the
potentiating interactions.
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prepare the derivatives, we explored and established a general
preparation (SI Figure 10). Using HC106F and HC106A as
starting points, we prepared the 3,4-diclorochloro and 3-chloro
derivatives (MSU-39452 and MSU-39445, respectively). Both
the 3- and 4-chloro derivatives demonstrated greater activity
than 3,4-dichloro (MSU-39452). We found that replacing the 4-
chlorophenyl ring with pyridyl analogs (MSU-39448 and MSU-
39450) lead to similar activity. Focusing on 4-position
derivatives, we found that fluoro (MSU-39446), bromo
(MSU-41464), and methoxy (MSU-39447), as electron p-
orbital donating substituents, also lead toward incrementally
increased activity. p-tert-Butyl phenyl (MSU-41442) provided
slightly diminished activity. Electron withdrawing substituents,
such as 4-CO2Me (MSU-4165), 4-trifluoromethyl (MSU-
41463), and biphenyl (MSU-41443) saw activity similar to the
4-chlorophenyl derivative (HC106F). Overall, several analogs
were discovered with significantly ∼4-fold enhanced potency,
with several inhibitors having whole cell DosRST inhibitory
EC50 below 1 μM.
There appears to be little sensitivity, positive or negative, for

electron-drawing substituents other than the biphenyl derivative
(MSU-41443), which is likely the result of negative steric
interactions in the binding domain. Additional derivatives
(replacement of dichlorophenyl) were also prepared to further
probe the size and nature of the binding domain. We began by
replacing the chlorophenyl ring of HC106F with benzyl- (MSU-
41462), isobutyl- (MSU-41542), cyclopentyl- (MSU-41546)
and cyclohexyl- (MSU-42002) analogs. All analogs demon-
strated similar activities, relative to HC106F and the simple
phenyl analog (MSU-33189), suggesting flexibility of fragments
that could bind in this domain.
Kinetic solubility assays were conducted for selected analogs,

and all exhibited excellent aqueous solubility greater than >100
μM, except for MSU-41443 (Table 2). This finding shows that
the urea group present in the HC106A does not have a
detrimental impact on HC106 aqueous solubility. All of the

tested derivatives also demonstrated favorable mouse micro-
somal stability. Overall, the nanomolar whole cell potency,
flexible SAR, good microsomal stability, and excellent solubility
confirm that the HC106 series is a suitable series for continued
optimization to identify a drug-like lead.

■ DISCUSSION

The UV−visible spectrum of HC106A-treated DosS is similar to
those of CO- or NO-treated DosS. The overlap between the CO
and HC106A spectra supports that HC106A may also directly
bind to the heme of DosS. Interestingly, CO activates sensor
kinases, whereas HC106A inhibits them. This could be due to
the difference in conformational changes induced by CO and
HC106A, or binding of HC106A may lock the sensor kinases
into an inactive state. Furthermore, the DosS G117L
substitution in recombinant DosS blocks the heme exposing
channel and provides resistance to HC106A. This means that,
similar to artemisinin, this channel is also important for the
activity of HC106A. These findings provide additional evidence
that the heme-exposing channel in DosS/T can be exploited by
small molecules to inhibit the heme from sensing signals and to
disrupt signal transduction of a two-component regulatory
system.
Mechanistic studies via EMSA indicate that HC104A may

function by targeting DosR and inhibiting DosR DNA binding.
Virstatin had no effect on DosR DNA binding and no impact on
the DosRST signaling in whole cells, showing that although both
compounds share a similar structure, virstatin does not disrupt
DosR signaling or the DosR/DNA complex. Transcriptional
profiling shows that the most repressed genes by HC104A are
from the DosR regulon, providing additional evidence that
HC104A is somewhat selective for specific DosR regulated
genes. Interestingly, the genes most downregulated by HC104A,
including hspX, Rv2030c, pfkB, and Rv2028c, are from the same
operon under control of hspX promoter. This result suggests that
HC104A is more specific to target hspX operon genes as

Table 1. Initial SAR Studies of the HC106 Seriesa

aThe HC106 analogs with different R-groups were synthesized or purchased. The reporter strain CDC1551 (hspX’::GFP) was treated with doses of
each analog from 200 μM to 0.328 μM. The EC50 values of fluorescence inhibition were calculated for each analog to determine their potency.
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compared to other DosR regulated genes. This finding leads to
the speculation that HC104A may be more efficient to prevent
DosR binding to the hspX promoter than the other DosR
promoters. This observation also supports that HC104A may
not have an impact on DosR protein dimerization, which would
lead to universal downregulation of DosR-regulated genes.
The transcriptional profiling data showed off-target impacts in

the treated dosR mutant strain. These effects may be due to
inhibition of DosS/T signaling that functions independent of

DosR. Notably, DosT can interact with the other noncognate
response regulators, including NarL and PrrA.35 Our transcrip-
tional profiling of the compound treated dosR mutant strain
suggests that some genes downregulated by HC101A, HC103A,
and HC106A may be DosS/T-dependent but DosR-independ-
ent (SI Figure 11). In the prior study, six genes are similarly
regulated between artemisinin and HC103A in the treated dosR
mutant strain, including Rv0260c that encodes a putative
response regulator.25 HC106A and HC103A share four

Table 2. SAR Studies of “A-ring” Analogs of HC106a

aThe HC106 analogs with different R-groups were synthesized. The reporter strain CDC1551 (hspX’::GFP) was treated with doses of each analog
from 200 μM to 0.328 μM. The EC50 values of fluorescence inhibition were calculated for each analog to determine their potency.
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differentially regulated genes in the dosRmutant, including argC,
argJ, argB, and argF, which are genes involved in arginine
biosynthesis. These data suggest that DosSTmaymodulate gene
expression independently of DosR. Notably, de novo arginine
biosynthesis has been shown to be required for Mtb survival,36

supporting that DosR-independent, but DosS/T-dependent
pathways may be associated with HC106 killing of Mtb during
NRP.
Synergistic interactions were observed between artemisinin,

HC102A, HC103A, HC104, or HC106A. Moreover, artemisi-
nin exhibited the greatest synergistic activities with HC102A,
HC103A, or HC106A, indicating that inhibition of histidine
kinases by a second inhibitor can lead to synergistic inhibition of
the DosRST pathway. This interaction could be due to both
sensor kinases being required for full induction of the DosR
regulon, where DosT responds early during hypoxia and DosS
further induces the regulon at later times,37 and it is possible that
the inhibitors have different affinities for DosS or DosT. Thus,
multiple inhibitors could inhibit both DosS and DosT better
than an inhibitor alone. Interestingly, artemisinin shows the
greatest synergism with HC106A. Both compounds are
proposed to target the heme of DosS/T, but through different
mechanisms. This finding suggests that both inhibitors can enter
the channel of DosST to interact with the heme and do so
without antagonizing interactions.

■ METHODS
Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions. Mtb CDC1551 and

CDC1551 (ΔdosR) strains were used in this study. All cultures were
grown at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in 7H9Middlebrook medium
supplemented with 10% OADC (oleic acid albumin dextrose catalase)
and 0.05% Tween-80 in standing, vented tissue culture flasks, unless
stated otherwise.
EC50 Assays. The assay was performed as previously described.25

Briefly, the (hspX’::GFP) reporter strain culture was diluted to an
OD600 of 0.05 in fresh 7H9media, pH 7.0, and 200 μL of diluted culture
was aliquoted in clear-bottom, black, 96-well plates (Corning). Cells
were treated with an 8-point (2.5-fold) dilution series ranging from 200
μM to 0.32 μM. For the structure relationship studies for the HC106
series, a 12-point (2.5-fold) dilution series of HC106 analogs ranging
from 200 μM to 8.4 nMwas used. GFP fluorescence and optical density
were measured following 6 d incubation. Percentage fluorescence and
growth inhibitions were normalized to a rifampin-positive control
(100% inhibition) and DMSO-negative control (0% inhibition). Each
experiment was performed with two technical replicates per plate and
two biological replicates, and the error bar represents the s.d. of the
biological replicates. Experiments were performed twice with similar
results.
Transcriptional Profiling and Data Analysis. Transcriptional

profiling studies were conducted as previously described in Zheng et
al.25 Briefly, CDC1551 or CDC1551 (ΔdosR) cultures were treated
with 40 μMHC104A, HC106A, or DMSO control for 6 d. The starting
OD600 was 0.1 in 8 mL of 7H9 medium in standing T25 vented tissue
culture flasks. Bacterial growth consumes oxygen and stimulates the
DosRST pathway. The total bacterial RNA from two biological
replicates was isolated and prepared for sequencing as previously
described.38 The RNA-seq data were processed and analyzed using the
SPARTA software package.39 Sequencing data are available at the GEO
Database (Accession GSE115892).
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